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STAY COOL DURING EARLY SEASON AND WARMER WEATHER HUNTS WITH THE
BEXLEY RIPSTOP TECH SHIRT AND PANTS FROM DSG OUTERWEAR
Lightweight, Quality Materials and Functional Design that Fits for Avid Women Hunters
Oregon, WI – Some warmer weather hunts can be downright miserable if the appropriate clothing isn’t worn. DSG Outerwear
understands that serious female hunters not only want to wear lightweight hunting apparel to survive the heat during the early
season, but they need it to also be high quality, functional and fit like a glove. Enter the Bexley Ripstop Tech Shirt and Pants from
DSG Outerwear in Realtree Edge® camo, the company’s standout technical apparel set that’ll keep you cool and deliver superior
quality, functionality and fit for the serious female hunter.
“The ultra-lightweight Bexley set was designed to keep you covered while also keeping you cool, and this combo is perfect for early
season and those warmer weather hunts,” said Wendy Gavinski, president and founder of DSG Outerwear. “DSG utilizes the
highest quality materials and premier design elements which allows the Bexley to also be breathable, and non-inhibitive as possible
for the athletic hunter, allowing for freedom of movement.”
Both the Bexley Ripstop Tech Shirt and Pants are made from an ultra lightweight and breathable ripstop material, which will keep
you cool yet covered in warmer temperatures. This material is moisture wicking, plus incorporates a DWT treatment that’ll shed
water to keep you dry should you encounter light rain. The set comes in the Realtree Edge camouflage pattern, which will keep you
blended and out of your prey’s radar at both close range and from a distance. Both shirt and pants also incorporate DSG’s signature
aqua blue stitching accents for a subtle flare of DSG style.
The DSG Bexley Tech Ripstop Shirt has an attached hood to keep you protected and dry from the elements. Long sleeves with
thumbholes give hands extra protection while also making layering a breeze. A center front zipper and soft elastic binding makes
pulling the shirt on and off easy while a concealed upper chest pocket with zipper offers additional storage.
Matched perfectly with the shirt are the Bexley Ripstop Pants, which feature an adjustable snap inseam from 32.5- to 28.5-inches to
ensure length is just right. Elastic at the sides of the waistband offer added stretch for comfort and allow the pants to work on
virtually any body type. Darts are added to the knees for added comfort. Multiple storage areas keep smaller gear and accessories
handy with one zippered pocket found on the right thigh, two front deep hand pockets as well as two back pockets. Quality reverse
coil zippers ensure contents stays safe and dry.
The Bexley set, as well as all DSG Outerwear, has a fit that sets it apart from other brands. They were designed for women of all
sizes and shapes, by women who are passionate about hunting and the great outdoors. The Bexley Ripstop Shirt and Pant Set is
available in sizes XS-5XL and can be found at DSG Outerwear dealers and online.
About DSG Outerwear
DSG Outerwear was conceived in 2010 by Wendy Gavinski after many years of personal frustration with the limited selection of
women's outerwear for active outdoor lifestyles. The goal – create a line of clothing and gear that meets the need for a functional
and feminine fit, including plus sizes. The company produces a wide range of clothing options for hunting, ice fishing and
snowmobiling. DSG Outerwear uses the highest quality materials and components built by designers and production specialists with
over 40 years of experience in making quality outerwear. The company produces everything from highly functional performance
layering pieces to insulated jackets, bibs, pants footwear and accessories that are perfect for all types of outdoor activities, even in
the coldest weather. Women’s outerwear designed by women to fit women of all shapes and sizes and built to perform.
Learn more at www.DSGOuterwear.com.
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